2112, (7/8/2009 11:04:12 PM)
Who can save us from Bob Lewis and Chris Tharp?
I don't know, how about “Help me Tom Cruise” If that doesn't work try Oprah.
Folks, Sisney has been gone for a long time, get over it. It is all about the board at this point.
and for it is worth about how much time 612 has spent denying how that is, it is pretty common knowledge I thought,
that 612 is Ms. Flippo herself. What somewhat confirmed it for me is how fast 612 commented about the new ethics
on the baps webpage and how much 612 wanted to compare what Updike did compared to Ms. Flippo.
As usual, this is all opinion, and not inteded to affect the unintended. Please, it is just a blog.

612, Broken Arrow (7/9/2009 9:46:43 AM)
“…how much 612 wanted to compare what Updike did compared to Ms. Flippo…”
Huh?
2112, you continue to misrepresent what I say. If you go back and look at the conversation, you’ll see that someone
else called the board members “hypocritical” – a word that directly compares someone’s actions with someone else’s.
What I said in response was in fact the opposite: that you can’t compare their actions and determine whether they
were hypocritical without knowing the circumstances of each.
I’m beginning to think the extent of your listening is only to pick out some point that you can mischaracterize in an
attempt to refute what the person is saying. That’s not constructive; in fact, it’s divisive and downright deceitful.
All I have said all along is that we shouldn’t base our conclusions on accusations that haven’t been backed up or on
gossip. What is it about that that you disagree with? Why do you find it so necessary to try to discredit me, when I’m
only bringing up other possible explanations? I have never presented them as fact; only as possibilities. Why is that
so damaging to you?
It’s going to take a lot longer for us to become good friends if you keep attacking my point of view by attributing things
to me that I didn’t say and motives that I don’t have.

C. Tharp, (9/24/2009 10:19:27 PM)
Wow, I am finally on here, does someone want to ask some questions and get any answers from someone who
ACTUALLY will put a name on it or do you want to be educated by spineless individuals like 612 and Jolie that act
like they are better than us, but yet don't have the gusto to put their names behind their statements??
first of all, I say lets start the fun by guessing who 612, Jolie, and 1Adam12 are?
Answer: I don't know, but something without a spine. Since they stir it up without a name.
Do amphibians have spines?

